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PREFACE 
It is often true that initial studies in a 
little investigated field develop from a broad concept 
into a more limited area ot inquiry. Many begin with' the 
recognition of the need tor further knowledges they itrive 
to focus attention on the problem, and to point the way to 
further research. 
This thesis follows a similar pattern. ~!though 
some specific conclusions may be made from the e.xper.iments 
conducted, its chief value ia as the initial study ~n a 
series - as a beginning rather than a conclusion. Developing 
from an interest in facial recognition in general, it became 
' 
in tbe expe1~imental situation a compar.ison of the stimulus 
falues of unfamiliar faces and voices. 
Grateful acknowledgement 18 made of the 
cooperation ot the members of the psychology classes who 
i 
served as subjects tor the pilot study and experiments, and 
also to the employees of State-Planters Bank and Trust Company 
who recorded their voices tor use in the first experiment. 
Much appreciation is expressed to Dr. Merton 
E. Caryer 1 head of the Department of Psychology• to Mr. 
Austin E. Grigg, and to Dr. Stanley Skiff, not only tor 
their assistance and cooperation in the preparation of 
the th,sia, but also for their inspiration and encouragement 
during the undergraduate and graduate atudiea. 
May, 1951 WHD1 Jr. 
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I 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
When Ebbinghaus published the results of 
his experimental investigations of memory in 18851 his 
introductory chapter pointed out the "bare knowledge of 
1 
the existence of memory and its effects.• Historically, 
in studies of memory our information came in large mea-
sure from the observation of the extreme and especially 
striking cases. The difficulties of scientific studies 
; 
and the indefinite unspecialised knowledge of the nature· 
of memory vas almost prohibitive in undertaking new in-
vestigations. 
Since the time of Ebbinghaus, however, 
many hundreds of studies have been conducted in almost 
'Hermann Ebbinghaus; Memor Contribution 
Psrcholggy (1885} 1 trans. H. A.. Rueger & c. Bussenius 
Yorkt Columbia University Press, 191.3), P• 3. 
1 
every facet of the phenomenon of memory. Moat of the more 
careful psychological work, especially that which has an 
experimental basis, has been concerned with special pro-
blems in the general fieldl for example, with the normal 
course of learning and forgetting, with.the influence of 
special conditions such as position in a aeries; intensity 
of stimulation and the like, with classifications of the 
typical kinds of association and Yith a study of tasaocia• 
tion strengthst.2 
It is this aort of problem with which this 
thesis is concerned --- a special problem in the general 
field. The writerts interest lies in an area where little 
investigation bas occurred, but in which there is promi•e 
of practical application. While many studies have been 
conducted using several variables ot auditory and visual 
memory, relatively few have been directly concerned with 
the m~mory tor voices and faces. 
Individual differences in peoplets ability 
to recognise voices and faces is quite popularly accepted. 
The possession of this ability in some degree ia so con-
stantly used and assumed that it is often perceived only 
when there is a marked lack of it. A sense of personal 
identity of people for one another ia one ot the fund• 
amental bases of aooial orientation, It is generally 
acoepted that though names and incidents fade and fea• 
tures change• a sense of having eeen a face before re-
mains. It is very difficult to analyse the cues used in 
this type of recognition since, subjeotively at leaat.t 
a general impression is used. For this reason and be-
cause of the difficulty of measuring individual factors 
concerned it is hard to be scientific in studies of the 
ability. Nevertheless, it is this writerta purpose to 
analyse the memory for voices and for faces in an ex• 
perimental situation, and to aee what, if any inter- . 
relationships are involved. A more detailed statement 
of the problem will follow, but first a glance at other 
studies in this general area will serve to make this pro-
blem more meaningful. 
Again referring to Ebbinghaus, w• find his 
statement that in contrast to the bare knowledge we !lave 
of the nature and effects of memory there is an •abundant 
knowledge concerning the conditions upon which depend the 
vitalit7 ot that inner survival as well as the fidelity 
. . 
and promptness of the reproduction.~3 He points out auob 
' . Ebbinghaus, .!!!.• cit., P• 4. 
3 
things as tho tremendous individual differences ••- not 
only from person to person but within the eame individual 
when different phases of existence are compa~ed; the great 
influence of differences of content of the thing to be re-
membered a the intensity of attention and interest which wae 
attached to the situation the first time it was presents the 
frequency of repetitions etc. All theae have been subjects 
of inquiry. 
In a survey of studies in the specific area 
of visual and vocal memory• Carlson and Carr4as well as 
. . . s . 
lraveic review numerous experiments comparing memory effi• 
ciency of the different sensea --.. vision, audition, kinaes• 
. . . 
thesis, and so on. One of the more prolific areas bas been 
the comparison of the effectiveness ot visual and auditory 
modes of presentation on learning and memory. In 18941 
. . 
Bingham and Munaterberg conducted their classic studies from 
which they concluded that visual presentation was superior 
. 6 
to auditory for learning nonsense syllables. Whitehead- in 
4u. s. Carlson & H. A. Carr, •visual and.Vocal Re~ognition 
Memory•, Jonrna}. of Experimental fs:rchology:1 llIII (1938), 
523-530. 
5r. s •. lraveic, •comparison of Learning and Retention of 
Materials Presented. Visually andAuditorially,• Journal 
. gf General Psrphology;, lXXIV (1946) 1 179•195. 
6 . a. Munste~berg & j. Bingham, "Memory,• fsy;chological 
Beviex (1894)1, 34-381 as quoted in Kraveic, op.cjt. 
4 
similar studies, also reported visual presentation superior 
to auditory for learning but found auditor,. superior tor 
7 
retention. On the other hand, Henman, also WOl"king with 
nonsense syllables, found auditory presentation best in 
8 his original studies. but O•Brien in repeating them found 
no reliable difference.9 Cantril and Allport favor Visual 
presentation for retention of more difficult verbal material 
10 
as measured by recalll McDougall also found recognition 
11 
and recall scores slightly favoring the Visual presentation. 
There seems to be not general agreement as to which modality 
5 
is best tor learning, recognition; or recall of verbal materials. 
Koch enumerated some ot th• possible causes ot contradictory 
f indinga to be 
(~) the different measurea of learning efficiency 
used, (2) the stage iu the learning process at 
7L,G.Whitehead1 "• Study of Visual and Aural Hemory,tt 
Ps1chologi9al Rev1ex, III (1896) 1 258•2691 as quotod ln Kraweio, op.cit. 
8 V.A.G.Henmon1 "Modes of Presentation,n Psychological Review, XIX (1912) 1 19-961 as quoted in lraweic, op. cit, 
9r.J.O•Brien, ttQualitative Investigation of the Effect of MOde 
of frosentation on the Poocess of Learning,• American. Journal 
of Ps;ychologx. llXII (1921), 249-2831 as quoted in Kraweic,op.cit. 
lOR,Cantril & O,W.Allport1 The Psz,cho;t.og7 ot, Radio,(New York• 
Harper, 1935), P• 165. 
11 R, McDougall, "Recognition & Recall'" ournal o Philoao h , 
Psychology & Scientific ffethgd 1 I, \1904 229•2331 as quoted 
,in Kraweic, ~R·cit. 
which measurement is madet (3) the nature of the 
recording response and (4J the degree of familiar• 
ity with the experimental methods used, It i• also 
possible that vision is relatively auporioe for 
some individuals and vocality for others and that l2 
the two cancel each other for the group as a whole. 
While Koch has pointed out these po1s1bilities 
as explanations for the contradictory findings, Carver sug-
gests that some experimenters have tailed to recognize many 
variables which affect the situation. In the light of this 
he conducted more comprehensive studies of the roles of four 
variable conditions. In summary bis conclusions Vere that 
(1) The effectiveness of auditory presentation 
tends to vary inversely with the Cifficulty of 
of the material presented. (2) The effectiveness 
of auditory presentation is limited to meaning--
ful material, and tends to be superior for sub• jeet matter that is concrete and aerial in nature. 
(3)If other conditions are kept constant, the · 
mental funotions of recognition, verbatim recall, 
and suggestibility seem more effectively aroused 
in listening; whereas critical attitudes and 
discriminative comprehension are favored by read-
ing. The human relationship involved in the aud-
itory situation is of value for certain types of 
communication where the personal factor customar. 
ily plays a role. (4) The higher the cultural 
level of the listener the greater is hi• ability 
to profit from auditory preaentation,13 
Leaving the more general field of auditory 
and vieual memory and coming to the specific area of this 
12s.L.Koch, "Some Factors Affecting the Relative Efficienc1 
of 8ertain Hodes of Presenting Material for M•morising1 tt 
, Agieriean Journal, J)t P!YChologr1 XL (19.0) 1 p • 316., 
13 . Cantril & Allport, aa.cit •• P• 159. 
6 
problem, a survey of the literature emphasiSed the paucity 
of experiments involving these abilitiea. Only three were 
found which were rather closely conneoted or which tallowed 
. similar procedures. These are described in detail in order 
to clarify procedurea and to indicate some conclusions already 
reaohed concerning memory for voices and memory for faces. 
McGehee 14 reports a study on the reliability 
of the identification of a human voice conducted in eonnec• 
tion with the case of the State vs. Hamptmann in 1931. A 
reader behind a screen read a 56 word passage to a group of 
auditors. After varying time intervals the original reader 
and four others read the same selection and the auditors 
were asked tQ identi~y the original reader. Thia study was 
later continued except that recorded voices were u•ed rather 
than live ones.15 Five men•s voices (chosen for similarity 
ot regional speech habits and absence of peculiar dialect 
or noticeable speech defects) ~\·read: the . $ame 56 word passage. 
Ai'ter varying time intervals again the auditors were ask~d 
to identify the ol"iginal voice• The resitl1:a of th• two 
14r. McGehee, •Reliability of Identification of the Hum.an 
Voice•, Journal o~ General Pstchologx1 XVII (1937), 249--271. 
15r. McGehee, ttAn Experimental Study of Voice Recognition,• 
Journal of General Patchology:, XXXI (1944) 1 53•65. 
7 
studies are shown in Ta•le I. 
!ABL§ I; RELIABILITY gr IDENTIFICA!ION or HU!tAN !OICE 
Interval % Correct Identi:ticationa 
Actual Voice Recorded Voice 
2 days 83% 85% 
2 weeks 68% 48~ 
l month S1% 47% 
2 months 46% 45% 
An extension of the second study was an effort to discover 
why one voice is remembered better than another and whether 
imagery is used in remembering voicee. the conclusions from 
this section might be summari1ed as followsa (l) that there 
was no general agreement as to the most uni~ue or moat 
agreeable, (2) that there was perf6ct agreement on the low• 
est pitch but divided on the highest pitch1 (3) that there 
was agreement on the alowest voice but division on the 
faatest1 (4) that the most agreeable voice at tir•t waa not 
generally rated most pleasant after five repetitionsi (5) 
that although imagery was dofinitoly used it was inaccurate 
in almost every case ••• that ia, there was general agreement 
as to age, weight, height, personality, and vocation of the 
stimulus voice, but the judgements were incorrect. 
8 
Another studT significant in the area of 
visual memory is one reported by Bartlett.1~ Thia eaperiment 
was quite similar to the present problem in material used 
but it 'imployed a very different procedure. Five picture post 
cards 1 each showing th• head of a naval or military officer 
or man; were presented to the subjects singly for 10 seconds 
with instructions to note aa many characteriatica aa possible 
for a later description and questioning about them. After 
the presentation and the passing ot a 30 minute interval 
(of conversation or other vork), the subjects vere requested 
to describe the cards in the order presented and to answer 
questions concerning some of the details. The recall period 
was repeated after a week1 and tvo weeks. Of the twenty 
subjects, sevent gave an incorrect sequence at the firat 
reeall session, but onlp one made further errors. Most of 
these errors were made by the subjects who used visual imagery 
alone without employing association ot the nam.ee assigned to 
the various pictures. It is interesting to note that 60% 
ot the reports of direction of regard were in error at the 
first recall session. Affective attitudes appeared to color 
the descriptions oonaiderably and to produce rather ster$o• 
9 
typed and conventional reproductions. The experiment 
was conducted during World War I when there was widespread 
interest in the armed f orees and when fixed conceptions of 
•typett in the service were rather generally held. A great 
deal of transf •rence of detail from earlier to later cards 
was noted in the majority of the cases. Bartlett concluded 
from this study that in this type of reQll tor faces, 
accurate r$call is the exception and not the rule. 
The third experiment which bears strong 
similarity to the latter section of ~his problem is a 
study conducted by Howells at the University of Colorado 
in 1938 of the ability to recognice faces. 17 He used ai:I: 
pbotographs of each of 42 people comprised of 28 women 
and 14 men, vith an age range of 20 to sa. Three different 
poses ot eaeh person were mounted on oards which were pre• 
aented individually to the subject•• The other three views 
were presented individually to the subjects. The other 
three views were presented on one chart diTided into 42 
rectangles of the same si•e as the original cards. After 
seeing each card for ten seconds, the subjects were required 
17 . i i T. J. Howells, n4 Study of Ab 1 ty to Recogni~e races,n 
Journal of ;Abnormal Psrcholo,q, XXXIII (1938) 1 124-'1. 
10 
to select the same individual from the groups on the chart. 
This method of presentation necessitated the use ot general 
impressions to recognise the individual rather than specific 
common elements as cues. Howells found a reliability of 
.as for 134 eddects using this procedure. Although the 
difference• were not significant, some indication was found 
that women were superior to men, and that fraternity students 
performed better than non•fraternity students. Saleapersonat 
scores were significantly superior to students. The aoorea 
correlated .a1 with intelligence, .33 with grades,::~14 with 
Allport A•S scales, and .14 with the perception of 'geometric 
forms. It was also noted that ma•king·the lower half of the 
face lowered the scores inoi"e than masking the upper half. · 
This confirms Dunlapfs statement; that •e:res are· not the 
most distinguishing feature of personality contrary to 
popular notion.~18 Th$ subjects were asked to list the 
cues which they used for recognition. Those who used the 
overall improaaion were generally superior to those who 
could remember and name more isolated details. 
The methods used in the studies cited indicate 
that a wide variety of procedure• is possible in the invewti• 
1~1. Dunlap, •Role of Eye .... Mnsclea and Mouth-Mueclea in the 
Expression of Emotion,• Genetic Psjrghological Monographs, 
II (1927) 197-233; as quoted in Howells, pp 1cit. 
11 
gation of th• phenomena of memory tor voices and faoes. There 
is no one measure of learning. 
There are many ways of measuring retention ........,. 
by active recall, recognition, reconstruction 
and relearning-•- and no ~ne measure gives a 
purer or truer picture of memor7 than the other•••• 
Each of the aoorea ia valid in respect to the · 
particular type of performance for which it 
stands.19 · 
Thia statement of Postman suggests that the 
experimenter has several posaible procedures available) 1'ith 
recognltion and recall being the two most outstanding ones 
historically. Upon a closer examination of the nature of 
recognition, recall, and their relationships, it becomes 
apparent1 however, that the nature of the problem to be 
investigated and the stimuli used will dictate the pro~ 
cedure to be emiJoyed in mo•t cases. 
Edgell in her discu•aion af theories of 
memory _define• memory as •cognition of something known 
. . . 
before~n20 Preceiving1 recogni~ing, recalling are all 
psychological functions which.belong to the sama gen~ral 
. . 
seri.,s. One recogni•ee that not everything perceived is 
necessarily recognined or recalled. From this 
·1:9~Leo Postman, •An Experimental CompaS"ison ot Active Recall 
& Recognition,• American Journal of Pszcho~osza Lll (1948)511. 
12 
20Edg$lli ;theorigs of Memor:g:,.,(Oxford1 Clarendon Preas, 1924),p.145. 
ve might reasonably aua~ect that the 4&€.fl£tni&1 
of reecgnition and s-ecall are glv•n, at least 
partiall7 1 in thl1mode or conditions ot the prior perception. 
Recognition ot things occurs in all degree• 
ot eomplmdty from bAl"e familiarity vtth a totality to a 
conceptual analyaia of likeness and •.U.tforencoe. Bergson 
constder1 i-ecogntion to bo where poreeptlon and puioe memory 
a~e interlaet!d-. Reoogn.it.ioa meana knov1ug vbat i• perceived 
and does not necee1ar11,. involve the repreaentatlon et paet 
espor.ienoe.i2 
Xt ls gcnettally accepted fact that l'ftlen\be.ring 
o~ recall is a more complex proceae than rccognia.t.ng. For· 
instance, in an e:cperimental serioa only a ema.11 po,.tlon that 
ean be recognteed can generally be reea11~4. Worda and mtmor1 
&maces plar more prominent parte in recall than they do in 
recogritatng vhel"o the 1mmtd1ate stmull ia conneotea td.th 
the senso17 pattern.13 Material J:"eealled uaually has to be 
aet lo relation with other material, 4nd must be dated, placed, 
amt given some k!n4 ot personal hlark~aoae aaeoctatlvo value. 
'~ 9 t t I F I l 1 I MH r t .Jli"l' . ¢1 a· r JI i t 
23Ba1'tletct, Ur,, !l.!•J J• UHh 
13 
23a.rgaon, 11.1111zsa1£, g4 lt!U£% ,(1911) •• quoted in S4geU.stRiS&SG• 
24ftfhe essential dtfterenoe between recogn11ing an4 remembtring 
lies• however, not in an tnoreaae of eompl•xity of the l•tter, 
but in a genuine difference in the way in which tho necesaal"T 
aett:in.g Ot' aclteao GOSHI• into play.• Dat-tlott, SltSil•1 P• 198• 
The very nature of this problem • i.e., 
memory· tor voices and memory tor faoe•·• necessitate• the 
use ot recognition as the method of measuring this special 
phase of memory ability. With voices 1 auch a tremendous 
language difficulty would arise with any use ot recall as 
to make such use impractical. Where memory tor facea is 
involved, the writer's interest is in the stimulus value 
as measured b7 recognition, not recall, which would involve 
associative processes. 
Cogni1ant of this background, 1~ !1 now 
possible to state the problem ot this theaiat 
i. to·invest:lgate the impression value for unfamiliar 
voicesJ 
2. to investigate the impression value for unfamiliar 
faces prcuJented a) individually and b) in a groupJ 
3. to determine whether or not there is any advantage 
tor vcices or face• a• atimuli :from the viewpoint 
ot impression values and 
4. to determine the amount of tneasu~able retention after 
one presentation ot the two abilities immediately and 




Before a ~oncrete set of experiments to teat 
these abilities could be. divised1 certain major questions 
of the kinds of stimuli and procedure to employ had to be 
resolved. The primary f•etors for consideration were l) 
vh~ther recordings of voioea could be used, 2) whether 
photographs.could be used and, it so, what •ind; and 3) 
how best to present the stimuli in order to get the max-
imum amount of useful data. It was desirable to Con4uct 
the experiments so that they.would, in so far as possible, 
closely resemble real life condition• rather than an· 
artificial laboratory situation. 
A major question affecting the recognition 
of unfamiliar voices was whether the recorded voice was 
equivalent to t~e actual woice. In a review of the lite~ature, 
McGeheeta25 study of voice reoognitio-1, conducted at the 
Untvera:l.ty of Illinois, pro'fided an answer to this problem. 
15 
The results of thia experiment were compare4 with ~n earlier 
identical study using the actual hwnan voice rather than 
the recorded voice- and •err little difference vaa found. 
The author states 
Results of th$ present investigation indicate 
that recorded voices may be used in making a 
psychological study of ·voice recognition since 
the difference in recognition of actual .and 
recorded voices amounts to only 7.3f61eae ac• curacy over a period of two month•• . 
This agrees with a study by Cantril and 
Allport in which they found only ·?~ less accuracy after 
two months when the recorded "voice waa uted. 17 Use of the 
recorded voice also has the •ery important advantage of 
being identical every time it if heard whereas the actual 
voice varies with each repetition in spite of all efforts 
to keep it at a constant speed, pitch, and intonation. 
Decauae of these facts it seemed practical 
and advisable to use a wire recorder in presenting the 
voices for thit experiment. 
Many of the same tactors which influenced the 
choice of the recorded voice over the actual auggeated that 
26 MoGehee1 opt cit., P• ss. 
' 
27cantril & Allport, op, si~·• PP• l09•1Sl,~a$fim. 
16 
photographs of faces be used instead of live subjects. Since 
the problem vas recognition of facg1 any use of live subjects 
would introduce so many variables as to render accurate con-
trol a beyond the realm ot probability. Such cuea as manneriams• 
expression, movement, etc., would nnneceasarily complicate 
the experimental situation. 
The photographs &elec.ted were from annual• 
of three large colleges. By using pictures of aeniora ot 
1944 or earlier1 all of whom were non•residents of Richmond~ 
the chances of prior familiarity of the stimuli to the subjects 
were sbbatantially eliminated. All the pictures wert lt x 2 
inches and were presented to the subjects by projection on 
a screen so tha.t they appeared slightly larger than lite-size_. 
Only pictures with clear focus were chosen 10 that projection 
would not cause distortion. 
With these major questions resolYed, attention 
was given to other details in preparing the experimental 
nia.terial. 
The stimulus voices used were employee• of a 
local bank who were white adults between tlJ.e ace•·~~ of 18 and 
30, They were selected with attention to several t'actor1u 
·there were no exceedingly deviant aceents althAugh there was 
17 
a range fromslightly northern diction to the mild Southern 
drawlJ no noticeable speech detects were usedl they spoke 
clearly and distinctly; and they represented the same type 
of people found at the university where the experiiuenta 
were conducted. 
The selection of passages to be read posed 
several problems. It'! was desirable both from the point of 
view of wording and length to have a m~imum of cues in a 
minumum of time. Thus a passage waaJ chosen in which the words 
were familiar and the thought a complete ~ne. It also offered 
some chance for expression in reading. Because of the extreme 
difficulty of equating passages~ it was considered mandatory 
to use one for all the stlmulua voices and one for all the 
test voices. In order to reduce fatigue from repetition of 
the same passage, a humourous incident was chosen. The final 
aelectiona were short tillers, 20 to 25 seconds reading time, 
from Coronet maga1inet 
Stimulus voices 
A young lady stepped into a drugstore and aeked how 
to take castor oil without tasting it. The druggist 
said he'd loot up some suggestions, but meanwhile, 
would the young lady relish a refreshing lemonade? 
She would. When the beverage vaa entirely consumed 
he asked laughingly• "Well, did you taate it?n 
•Good heavens t'I gasped the girl. "Was the castol' 
oil in that lemonade? I wanted it for my mother." 
18 
J'est voices 
Mother and daughter were very busy with the wedding 
plans when the brid1groom•to•be called. He vatch~d 
the preparations rather impatiently until his future 
wife noticed his look ot annoyance. 
"Darling, we have such a lot to do,• she soothed, 
•and if ve want to make our wedding a big success we 
mustn•t forget even the most insignificant detail.• 
•Oh1 dontt worry about that,• murmured the young 
man. •1•11 be there all right ... 
the readerss 
Very briet instructions were given to all 
Read tllis passage through several times to familiarise 
your•elf with it.and then read it in your normal tone 
into·the mike as if you had found it amueing and were 
reading. it to a triend. 
In selecting the photographs tor the experiment 
involving recognition of fa.ces presented.' individually, ·fa.ctora 
were considered similar to thos• which influenced the voice 
stimuli aelections.·or the individual photographs, no persona 
who had particularly striking f eaturea or outstanding feature 
details were selected. The overall aice of the pictures was 
equal as vaa the head aiae. The head and shoulders waa shown 
of each individual. Since it was desirable to eliminate all 
stimuli other than the faces. cues from position, clothing, 
lighting, coloring, and direction of regard were kept to a 
minimum. The mann•r of dress was held constant in order to 
reduce cues from this tactort all women wore white blouses 
of the same dosign with no·,, jevelryr the men were attired 
in conservative suits, white shirts, a.nd plain ties. The 
19 
photographs were in clear focus with little shadowing and 
were black and white. The directions of regard ware divided 
almost evaiy between 3/4 left and 3/4 right. 
These factors also aftected the aeleotion of 
the group pictures. In addition all groupa were composed of 
from 9 to ll men or women (five all women and five all men 
groups). No person appeared in mort .than one picture. All 
individuals were in clear focus. 
Mimel:tgraphed form• were divLsed for the re• 
cording of responses. These torma were simply oonatructed 
so that the response could be indicated by placing a check 
or an X mark in the space provided. Samples of th•se report 
forms appear in Appendix A.. A credit of l was allowed for 
each critical stimulus correctly recognised• making the total 
number of correct response• the acore for the axperiment. 
The selection of materials completed, a 
pilot study was run using 130 summer school paychology 
students as subjects. Three experiments _.._ I, a test ot 
recognition of unfamiliar voiceaJ XI, a test of recognition 
of unfamiliar faces presented singly, and III, a teat ot 
recognition of unfamiliar faces presented in group picturea---
were conducted with an immediate respon•e group and a delayed 
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response group after a 48 hour time lapse. Upon analy1d.s of 
the results and some preliminary statistical treatment, 
aeveral .Changes in the procedure of the e:spet"im.ents were 
deemed necessary. 
There ••re no apparent weaknesses in Ex• 
periment I, ao the same procedure was retained tor the main 
etud;r. Several of the·ilid±vidual stimulus pictureain Ex• 
periment II were easily identified by every subject. Subjects 
reported a distinctive feature or feature detail &$,the oue 
to identification. Th.,ae pictures were eliminated and others 
substituted which more closely resembled the majority of the 
test: pictures .. 
The frequency distribution curve tor Experi• 
ment II evidenced aome negative akevneaa. In order to obtain 
more normal distribution the time of exposure ot the stimulus 
was cut from 20 seconds to 5 seoondat this vaa effective and 
a wider range of scor,es waa obtained in subsequent triallh 
Excessive difficult~ of Experiment III was 
. -
indicated by the pilot study. The group poaea were analy1ed 
. 
'to~ clearness and slightly longer time limits were allowed. 
The mean of the initial Bxperime~t III •ubjecta wa1 1.3 and 
the highest score W?.S 4 out ot a pos~ible 10. After some of 
the group pictures were changed and the time of exposure 
increased, the mean of an equivalent group of subjects vaa 
found to be 4.16. 
When these changes had been made in 
material and procedure, the experiments were conducted, First 
the subjects were given initial instructions; the ten stimulus 
voices or pictures were presentedJ then instruction• for re• 
cording responses were given, followed by the test of recog.-
nition. 
The subjects used in the main study were 
students of six general psychology sections of Richmond and 
Westhampton colleges. With few exceptions they were colleg• 
sophomores, the average age being 19. There were 111 men and 
96 women. Of the total of 267 students participating in the 
experiments, 136 were in the immediate group while the delayed 
seetion numbered 131• Since. however• not all of the eubjecta 
were present on all the days the experiment• were conducted, 
the total usable sample included 214 subjects. 
there vaa no indication of practice effects 
. being present in the pilot study. As a''afety measure, how-
ever, to balance any which might have appeared, the experiments 
were given in the several combinationsi one tection of the 
immediate group and one of the delayed took experiment I, XI, 
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and IlIJ one section of each had XI, III, and I, and one 
of each had III, I, and II. 
No further control• than· those previously 
indicated were inoluded. There ate perhaps man7 other factors 
which affect hov these abilities operate, but it 1• the 
vriterts opinion after consideration of many similar studies 
that these variables should become the subject of individual 
studies. 28 
Recognition of Unfamiliar Voices 
A wire recorder wa• used to pr•sent ten 
Toices -~ tive men and five women. These atimulua voices 
were recorded alternating a man and a woman. In random order 
the ten stimulus voices were then mixed with ten additional 
%S•He who considers the complicated process•• of the higher 
mental life ••• will in general be inclined to deny th• poasi• 
bility of keeping constant the eondition1 for psychological 
experimentation ••• ractors vhich are to the higheet degree 
determinative and to the same extent changeable; auch as 
mental vigor, interest in the aubject1 concentration of at-
tention, changes in the course ot thought _. all these are 
either not at all under our control or are ao only to an 
unsatisfactory extent. However, care muat be taken not "t;O 
ascribe too much' weight to these views, correct in themselves, 
when dealing with fields other than those of the proc•aaea 
by the observation of which these views were obtained.• 
Ebbinghaus, OR• cit. 1 P• 11. 
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voices (five men and five women) for the recognition section 
of the experiment. 
The following instructions were given 
to all the subjects at. the beginning.· of tht eutp•riment1 
You are going to hear a series of ten voice•• They 
will all aay the aame thing. Donft bother 4bout the 
content, just listen to the voice ao you will be 
able to recogni•e it later. ij•re is a 1ample Of 
what you will heart 
The immediate response group received.the preliminary in-
structions, heard the voices, were given :instructions in 
marking their responses and then heard the test recording. 
The delayed response group received the second inatructiona 
and the test ot recognition after a 48 hour :elapse of time. 
These second instructions weret 
Now 7ou will hear tbt same ·ton voices mixed in rith 
ten othersa they will all read t1t• same thing. You 
are to try to recogni1e the ten voices you have h•ard 
previously. On the ahe•t of paper you were given you 
are to place a check beside 11 it you have heard it 
before. If rou are certain, put the check in ~he col• 
umn under the word "certain*'• It you are guesting 
place .the check in the coluam under .th• word ~guess.n 
If you have pot heard the voice before, put an X mark. 
For examplet ••• (sample vo:lce) ••• tou heard thia Yoice 
aa the sample before so put a check in the colum.n 
marked ncertain• .beside .~h• .wor.d •sample."; , 
At the beginning of the experimental record1 
mimeographed report form• were turniehed the subjects and 
. ~. •' . 
the instructions. pl~yed. The.se :were t ollowed by ,a. a ample 
voioe in order to eliminate the possibility of laughter obs-
.curing the first voice. The ·test recording was then played 
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and the subjects completed the record form. At thia point; 
they were also asked to indicate what cues the)" found most 
valuable in recogni1ing the voices they had heard previously. 
Recognition of Single Individual• 
the second experiment vaa conducted very 
similarly to the voice study. Ten pictures ot individuals, 
alternating a man and a voma~, were prea~nted as stimuli to 
the subjects for an interval ot S 1eoonda per picture. This 
was followed by the presentation of a aeries of 20 facea 
arranged in random order and composed of the ten critical 
pictures and 10 additional one1. The subj•cts were asked 
to aelect the 10 previously aeen. 
Again the two groups of subjects ~ immediate 
and delayed response - were used. The instructions tor both 
groups were identical with the latter group receiving the 
test of recognition after a 48 hour time lapse. the instructions 
weret 
You are going to aee a aerie• of 10 pictures. There 
will be five men and five women. You will see them 
for about tive seconds each.; Look at each one care•~· 
fully so that you will be abl~ to recognime the per• 
son later. Here is a sample picture. Jou will now s•e 
the ten teat photographs. Look at them all carefully. 
(Pr~sentation of pictures) 
Now you will see 0 'theae same ten mixed. in with ten other 
photographs which you haventt aeen before. You ar• to 
try to recogni1e the ten peope you saw previously. On 
the sheet of paper you were given :v.ou are to place a 
as 
check by #1 if you have tJtten it before. If ;you are 
certain, place a check beside ll in the column under 
tht word "certain•. If you aren't sure, but think you 
have seen it before 1 place the check in the column 
under the word ngu•ss•. If you have eot seen the piC• 
~ure before place an X mark on the a eet. Here ta a 
1ample picture ••• You saw this picture as the sample 
before, so put a eheclc beside the word 11sample*' in 
the column under the word •certain.• Row you will see 
the 20 test photograph$. You have aeen ten of them 
before. Put a cheok by the number• of the ones you have 
seen. 
After completing the i-ecor4 blanks, the sub• 
jects vere asked to indicate what cues they had uaed in re-
cognition of the critical etimulue picture•• 
Recognition of Ind:f:viduals in a Group 
Experiment Ill involved the u•e of ten atimu• 
lusplctures, five men and five women, presented singly as 
stimuli and follove4 by the test ot recognition using ten 
group pictures• five of all men and five of all10men. The 
stimulus pictures were exposed for 20 second& each. The task 
was to select from each of the group poeee individuals who 
had been presented singly as stimuli. On the completion of 
presentation of the individual faces, the teat of recognition 
was conducted. The following inatructiona were used• 
You are going to see a series of ten pictures, five 
men and five women. You are to look at each one le~x 
carefully so that you will be able to recognise the 
people later. After all 10 pictures are presented 7oa 
will be asked to pick out th~ people you have seen 
before. (Presentation of stimulus taoes) 
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Now you will be shown ten g~oup pictures. The ten 
people you saw previously will be in these groups. 
There may be none in some groups and one or ~wo in 
others, so look at them Terr carefully. Each person 
in the groups is numbered. It you have eeen one of .the 
people of group 111 write the number which is on that person, in the space beside fl on the mimeographed 
sheet you were given. If you are certain you have seen 
the person put the number in the column under the word 
•certain.• If you have not seen any of the people in 
the group, put an X mark. Here is a sample picture of 
a group - none of whom have you seen before. It is 
only to illustrate how to record your answer. If you 
were certain that you had seen the person numbered 4• 
for example, you would Vl"ite the number tt4tt in the 
column under th• word •cex-tain.tt It :you thought you 
kad seen that person, but welQlft sure, you would write 
the number a4w in the column under the word ttguesa~• 
It you were certain that you had not seen any of the 
people before, you would put an X mark. After all 
ten pictures are shown you should have ten numbers 
on your sheet ot paper. Please DO NO' put more, or ltpf 
than ten numbers. 
The time lapse of 48 hours was again used 
tor the delayed response group, and all subjects were 
requested to indicate cuea to recognition, 
III 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
Following the collection of the data through 
the series of experiments conducted, both logical and. 
statistical analysis was JU.de of the results. Distribution 
tables were calculated and frequency curvea drawn. Data 
for the immediate and delayed reeogn.ition groups was treated 
separately for eaeh experiment. 
Critical ratios vert applied to determine 
if the 41fferences of the means of the immediate and delayed 
groups were significant. ln order to ascertain the conaist-
ency of the relationships between the experiments, again 
the method of critical difference .ratio was applied. 
The frequency distribution tables tor each · 
experimental group will be found in Appendix B. figure I 
rep~eaents the distribution curves of the data on recognition 
28 
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Figu.-e lXJ repreaente the diotrtbutlon of the 
data on ~ecognition ot unfu!liu taoea preeonte4 in a grottJh 
The 130 aubJecta of the iramediato reeponae group ha4 a mean 
ecore of 4.149. the range of score• WA• the wideat fot any of 
the eaperim•nte, var)"ins troa 1 'through 81 there vaa a •tac4• 
ar4 deri.atloa of l.sos. Thia ourv• approximate• a 11oraa.l 
41.atrtbutlon better than &n7 of the other experimental group•• 
ror the 84 delayed response aubjects, the moan acore wa• 1.654, 
with scores •arylng troa 0 through S and a 1tandard 4eri.atlon 
of 1.313. 
In order to 4etenint lt th• •U.fferencee h 
the mean• of the tlolayecl and 1-odlate reaponae gt'cupa vtl"e 
truo ditterencoa, critical raiioa were eomputeal9 by 41vi4lna 
the obtalne4 d1tte1.'eao• by th• standard orror of the dift• 
erence ualng the follovtn.a foJ1$ola. 
fheae ci-it1cal ditferenoe ratloa tor each eapertaont appear 
























Chance factor• tor the thtee esperlaenta 
vo~e empii-icall7 determined: to be s, 51 ud 11 reapeotivoly. 
It ia ovideut from comparing the mean acore vith th• chanoe 
score that vo~7 little lca~ning took place ln Bap~rlment 11 
vclcea. lt !e interesting to oott that tho mean 4ela,.e4 ~•· 
cognition acore was superior very 1li&htly to the mean !med• 
iate score. the eritlcal rat.to (.ooa). however• indio&iea 
that thla va• pure chance and 1• not • reliable 4itteronoe. 
Sven though many theor!ea could be ad.,uoe4 
tor the emall amount ot learning, the raoat praotleal would 
appear to be that tba paa•aacta were so abort as to af tor4 
tw euea, Thia, coupled rith the fact that th• aubJect•• 
ab!ltt1 to 4laor.t.mlnate betw•n the 1l!gbt variations in. 
pl,eh, tone, rate of rear:ting11 upre11ton., etc., wou14 1eem 
to aocouut for the amall amount of learning vhlcb occurred. 
It J.1 alto p .. obabl• that att4itorr cues of thla type are 
more 41ftS.cult to aaaimllato aa4 1tructure than deual cuea .. 
It woul4 be intoreatina to ttst the aw:litotT diacr1mlnation 
threshold of the eubjeet• Vi.th the higheat and loveat aoorea 
and 4etend.ne the co~relatton• of auditory diacr.1mination 
abilities and the ab.:llf.ty to~ reoosoitton of Yoleea. 
to kporlment XX, reeopitton ot faces pre .... 
sonted indlvldua111, a larger 4tfterence in the aeana aa.4 
chance acore indicate that mor• 1earnlna took place. It-
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ehould bo noted that when the ••• timt •• allowed ae !n 
Bsporiment I (eee pilot 1tud1) the mean •core for tllaecli&te 
recognition vat over 9. thua le vou14 1eeu that1 tor the 
a••~•se eu'bject, the taek of rtoo1n1sing unf&m:lllai- tacoa 
ta eonetdea-ably eaeler. Although thl• i• not a eignlfteut 
4ltfei'ence1 it 4oea indicate a trencl ('19 ehaneea 1ri 100), 
Comparing the ~eaa and chanoe seor•• 1n 
Experiment XII, recognition for laces presented in groupa1 
one infe~a that • greater amo~nt of learning took tlace 
than in either of tbe other eaper!aentt. there are eeveral 
poaaible ••aaona. there wae a longer expol\lre ot the 1tlmulu1 
pi~ture than 1n Bap•~lment 111 tb1a allowed a aore earetul 
attt4Y ot the atinlblua and abaorptlon of the ou••• It S.a per• 
haps a nfe auppocd.t:lon that. vt.eual cnea are Mere eaell:v 
perceiv•4 than aud1towy onea, 1tnce le ha• been ebovn that 
esi ol all imprea11ona ar• •acelv•4 "tlsually. Xn BJ;;pertmeat 
1111 the 41tterenoe• in the bmed.tate and delayed. .-eapo1u1e• 
are not •ianlficant although th• t:l"encl ( '11 daancte in 100) 
ts toward a tru& difference. 
to 1uta1ari1e these oh1ervatlons, it m&y be 
aalcl that the atilnlltu1 value ot unfamiliar tacos •een ooce, 
for tho eame atlmulua period ia greatev than th• 1tiaulu1 
'flltlue of untaad.llar •olcea. In the pilot etu4y esperilllenta 
vta 'unt.om!llo.r tacea preeente4 alnal71 the D.1'an 1eore of 
the immediate response group was above 9 whereas the mean 
score of the voice experiment was 5.816. When the presenta-
tion time for the visual stimula• was cut from 20 to 5 
seconds the mean score vaa still 2.745 above that tor re• 
cognition of unfamiliar voices. The conclusion can be made 
therefore that the stimulu• value of a human face seen once 
is greater than that of a human voice heard once when such 
impressions are measured by recognition. 
Analysis of the indicated cuee to identifi-
cation employed by the subjects was very interesting, Most 
of the subjects suggested generalities aa the cues and the 
majority seemed to use a sense of general familiarity aa the 
basis for recognition. It is ot interest to note that in 
30 Howells• study of recognition of faces subjects who used 
the feeling of general familiarity were generally superior 
to those who selected specific ones. An analysis of the cues 
used and the score made by the subjects indicates more con• 
firmation than denial of this idea. 
The apecific cuea moat frequently mentioned 
tor the voice experiment were accent, ~xpresaion, rate, 
pitch, and smoothness of reading. Moat of these were mentioned 
in connection with a particular stimulus voict and could not 
be employed consistently to~ every voice. Of course, the 
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initial selection of the stimuli wae carefully elanted at 
eliminating widely deviant voices so that the nature of 
the stimuli influenced the priiaar7 role of a •ens• of 
general familiarity in the recognition process. 
With the two •xperimenta involving recogni• 
tion of faces, again the sense of general familiarity (e.g. 
•seemed tamO.iat•, •thought I'd seen it betor••) was the most 
frequently mentioned cu•• Many subjectst however, also men• 
tioned distinctive features which applied to one or another 
of the pictures but not necessarily to all. Among the speci• 
fie cues indicated were ey~s, hair, mouth, facial structure 
an4 other feature details. 
Thia preliminary logical inspectton of cuea 
involved in the memory ability for voices and faces auggests 
that a further investigation of thi• problem would be en• 
lightening. for it is the writerta inference that the cues tor 
viaual recognition are better organi~ed than those for 
auditory recognition. Facial stimuli can be structured more 
easily than vocal ones since the cues are presented simultan• 
eously and in structured form rather than singly and unatruc-
tured. Thia would allow easier visualisation and organi1ation 
of the visual atimuli, 
Certainly it ia recogni1ed that many people 
make a conscious effort to remember faces vhereaa recognition 
of voices ia not a social or professional demand, except tor 
selected groups of people (e.g. telephone operators). The sub-
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jecta appeared to experience less difficulty in their analyses 
of cues for faces than those for voices. 
Another sidelight ot the problem which 
merits aome attention is the relationship ot the responses 
indicated as •certain• and those marked as •guess•. 
The papers generally fell into these three 
patternst 1) those which had a nearly equal di•iaion of 
•certain• and •guess"i a) those which were nearly all •certain•1 
and 3) those which were nearly all •guea•"• There va$ no re-
lation between the degree of certainty and efficiency ot per-: 
formance. It ia the writer•• belief thatthis might be a 
variable not of the ability of recognition of facea or ot 
•oioea, but rather ot th• personality ot the individual ...... 
whether he is secure and confident in his judgement. 
31 Howells related the recognition of faces to acores on th$ 
Allport Ascendancy•Submisaicn Scales and obtained a correlation 
ot .24. The writer believes that a correlation ot the pattern 
ot certain•guess responses would be more positivel7 related 
to the A•S scores than wouia the actual ability of recognition 
itself. 
Having noted the ope~ation ot the eeparate 
( 
phenomena in the experimental situations, an analysis ot any 
31 ' 













existing interrelationships logically follows. 
It will be recalled that the m•an acorea for 
recogntition of unfamiliar faoea presented singly we:te ·superior 
to the means for recognition of unfamiliar ~oices which in turn 
were superior to the means tor recognition ot untaailiar faces 
presented in groups• 
' 
In order to find whether the difterenoe~ in 
the mean scores between the experiments are reliable dift• 
erences. critical ratios were calculated32 and appear in 
Table III• 
TABLE t'IIt CRX!IC.A.L RATIOS OF INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF IJ:PERIMENTS 
. (Not• a Experiment I, Voices1 Experiment II, race a (single) 1 
Experiment III1 Faces (group) · 
Experiment 
Numbers 
I & II 
I &III 
II & III 
I & II 
X fl III 


























It will be noted that although none of 
the differences are completely reliable, all but voices 
and tanea in groups (immediate) and voice1 and faces eingly 
(delayed) have better than 96 chances in 100 of being true 
differences. It is significant that the highest reliabilities 
were obtained in comparing the experiments on identification 
of face·s. 
It was the original intention of the writer 
to compute coetficitnts of correlation in order to determine 
the nature of relationships existing between the f!xperiments. 
Upon analysis of the data, however, it was felt that critical 
ratios were more r•vealing. 
Since no learning occurred in the experiment 
involving voice recognit1on1 the means remained close to chance 
whereas in the experiments conoerning facial recognition 
the means were significantly above chance. Therefore no 
correlation could be expected. In order to verify this 
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hypothesis the coetficieote of correlation wer.e computed 
and were found to bet voices and single faces, .003J voices 
and faces in group pose, .049J and single faces and facea 
in gr.oup pose, .o4o. 
33ror eample calculation, see Appendix. o. -
lV 
·SUMMARY AND CONOLUSXONS 
Whenever a new area of inveatigation is 
selected it is generally true that the·~eault• of first 
experiments take the form of verified ob.1ervation8 and 
limited conclusiona rather than any sweeping generalised 
conclusions covering an entir4.\ field. thiat •a• true in 
the areas covered by this problem.· Several commonly' 
assttmed ideas are verified in the 'data gathered and 
certain popularly held ideas are in some measure contra~ 
dieted. 
The writer t~els that, although some new 
light was shed on the.problem, the.chief valu41t of thes• 
experiments baa been to focus attention 011 a problem 
which has been little investigated but has possibilities 
in practical applications and to suggest turther areas ot 
inquiry and experimentation. 
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Historically, many atudiea of memory, its 
nature, and its effects have been conduct4d. A large mt&• 
sure of them have dealt with memory efficiency of the 
various senses. In the field related to the theme of this 
problem, much of the work has been comparison of memory 
efficiency tor visual and auditory presentation of verbal 
material, e,g,, nonsense syllable.a, etc. Relatively few ~t 
the studies have investigated the problem of recognition 
of unfamiliar voices and faoes through the use of. a single 
preaeniation procedure and min~l learning. 
This field has very definit• possibilities 
of application :l~ testing tor 'aptitul;.des !n meeting 'and 
having successful public.relationships. Perhaps the most 
similar applioation has be$n the 'use of ·memory for names 
,, ' ' .,'1' 
and taees in such tests as Hunt•a Social Intelligence 
Test and· ·the studies of validations ot this, in various· 
public contact jobs. 
Thie thesis wae concerned, however, not so,. 
much with the idea.of recall and asaoqiative proc~sacs no~ 
with the relative efteotivenesa .e>f visual and. auditory pre• 
sentation aa such but rather with the relative impression 
value ot tacea and voices under·'uperimenta.l conditi.ons 
that approach in some measure the everyday life situation. 
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Such studies as theae might be used in the 
construction and validation, of teats for such positions a.a 
telephone operator, receptioni1t 1 wholesale an4 retail aalea 
personnel, and public relatione re~resentatives. 
It is obvious that more ·extensive study is 
necessary before specific application may be made, but th• 
results ot this thesis have suggested certain variables 
,which would be of ya.lue in fu~ther invfi'atigation for the 
nature of the phenomena and the conditions u~der vhieh 
they operat•· 
FuJ"thel" refin•ments and exten1ions of the 
present study would be of valu•• Some,exteneions in which 
the authorta interest has been aroused are l) conducting 
a similar study using groups differing in age, educational 
level; occupation* intelligence, social intelligence, and 
extroversion-introversion ratios 2) using motion pictures 
as well as still pictures in order to approach more closely 
lifelike situations1 and 3) measuring the amount of superiority 
of stimulua value ot faoes ov~r voices. 
Studies of this sort would be valuable from 
both a theoretical and a practical point of view. On the basia 
of this study some conclusions of practical value may be made. 
The more important ot these is that the etimulus value of 
a human face seen once is greater than that of a hum.an 
voice heard once when such impresa!ons are measured by 
recognition, This could be partially due to the fact 
that in interpersonal relationahipa the facial expression 
is studied constantly in order to pick up oues to the 
individualts feelings& another contributing factor would 
be that visual atiJnuli are more eaailT structured and 
organised. Whatever the cause, .the findings support the 
conoluaion that the face has a higher stimulus value. This 
finds practical application in the idea. that effort toward 
recognition may more efficiently be cono•n~~ated on learn• 
ing a per1.Jon•s appearance rather than hie voice, aiiice 
the experiment shows that the vi1ual task is easie_. and 
because everyday situations allov tor greater practice 
of the visual task~ It may also· be noted that visual 
stimuli may not be. 
In aummary• that data from these studies· 
support the following·eonclusiona1 
l, The stimulus value of the human faoe seen once 
ia greater than that of a human voice beard 
once when auob impressions are measured b1 
recognition. 
2. Very little re.lationship exists in this 
experiment between r~cognition of voicea 
and recognition of :taces presented either 
singly or in groups, 
3. No relation was disoernable.between the 
degree of certainty ot response and effi~ 
oi•ncy of performance. 
4. The majority of the aubj•ots used a feeling 
of general familiarity as_ the cue to recog• 
nition rather than specific cues. 
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SAMPLE OF REPORT FORMS AND PICTURES 
I.. Report Fouai of Experiment I, Voices·. 
Voice Certain Guess NAME 
Sample 
l AG& ' , SIX. 
- ----a 



















II. Report Form tor Experiment II, Individual Faces 
Picture Ce~tain Ouesa 
NA.MB ---------
Sample 





















III. Report Form for Experiment III, Faces, Group 
NAME.......,----------...... ---
SEX ------ A.OE. ___ _ 














xv·. Sample of Individual Stimulus Photograph• Experiment XI 
and Experiment III. 
so 
51 
v. Sample of Group Photograph - Experiment III 
APPENDIX B 


















FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS roa EXPERIMENT I - VOICES 
IMMEDIA.TB 
Number •of 
of Caaes Sample 











125 ioo.o i 


































TABLE II. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR EXPERIMENT II - FACES (single) 
Ra~ IMMEDIATE 










































Nutnber ,. % ot. 

























TABLE III, FREQUENCY DISTftIBUTIONS FOR EXPERIMENT III ~ FACES (group) 
Raw Ilfi,EOIATE 
. Sco,es . Number ~ of 










































Number ~ of 





























FORMULAS and SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 




B. Sample Calculat:lon1 
0 ::. "'it.r-i:, - l11-'\)i.-\"Z.S \'2-S" 
6 ;; 
"135. ~(:,~ - 3 3. ~z.{; 
r ;; ~ '.si.+z. 
0 = \.2-'+2.l 
II. Critical Ratio 
A. Formula& 
c.~. = o dit(. 
B. Sample Calculationt 
C.°R. -= 2.11.\S" 
~ l\·01) ... + ~C\'\)1.-
C. 'K. = 
- \.'-\-~'l 
c.~. = 
where ~"'-""'--=- sum ot stuaros of 
scores 
l ~ 'f...Y ~ aum of score; a squared 
N ~ number of cases 
where 1:> ~ difference of means 




t\ = i~ t."-~ -(ixY") \_ N \'i"t- - (~ 'f)'"j 
B. Sample ealculationt 




where N ~ number of cases 
(. "'Y = sum of the orosa-
products 
~~ ~ sum of scores of 
experiment l 
"-~:sum of scores of 
experiment 2 
i "1-l. = tum of aqua.res of 
acores of ezp.l 
~'I,.=- sum of squares of 
ecorea of exp. 2 
